
lio, including Screw-Loc® and 1-Clic®, the 
two leading products in the US plastic vials 
market. 

Centor serves retail pharmacies (independ-
ent, chain and supermarket), hospitals, mail 
order and veterinary segments through a na-
tional network of pharmaceutical wholesal-
ers. Centor is a carve-out of Nemera Group, 
a former business of Rexam Healthcare di-
vested in 2014. Centor’s annual revenue in 
2014 amounted to USD 167m (pro forma).

“We are happy to join the Gerresheimer 
Group with its high expertise in primary 
pharmaceutical packaging. In the future we 
will contribute to Gerresheimer’s success 
with our market leadership in the North 
American prescription plastic vial retail mar-
ket,” said Paul Arsenault, President of Cen-
tor.

UPDATE.17

welcome

Gerresheimer’s had a very 
eventful summer! At the 
end of June we announced 
our intention to sell our 
glass tubing business to 
Corning Inc. in the USA, 
and just one month later 

we announced our biggest take-over deal 
ever, the acquisition of US company Centor. 
The cover story includes all the facts, figures 
and information about the latest addition to 
the Gerresheimer family.

These are obviously our “big” news items, 
but there have also been a lot of other 
things going on in our organization recently. 
We’ve set up a major several-year invest-
ment program to install state-of-the-art 
converting machines for vial manufacturing 
at all of our plants. With these latest-gener-
ation machines and our uniform global 
standards, customers can expect even higher 
levels of product quality from us in future. 
The production process for our next genera-
tion Gx Armor Vials with special anti-delam-
ination features for parenteral drugs with 
aggressive active ingredients has also been 
optimized. These topics are covered in great-
er detail on pages 3 and 4. 

Enjoy reading!
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The acquisition of Centor for USD 725 mil-
lion will enable Gerresheimer to substantial-
ly expand its pharmaceutical primary pack-
aging business. It’s the company’s biggest 
acquisition deal ever. Centor is the market 
leader for plastic vials and closures in the 
prescription retail market. “This is a perfect 
fit to extend our product offering from 
packaging of parenterals to the packaging 
of oral drugs in the US,” said Uwe Röhrhoff, 
Chief Executive Officer of Gerresheimer AG.
 
Founded in 1968 and based in Perrysburg 
(Ohio, USA), Centor is the leading manufac-
turer of plastic vials and closures for oral 
drugs in the prescription retail market. The 
US prescription industry is structured around 
the established ‘pour-and-count’ system, 
whereby the exact number of prescribed 
oral drugs is delivered to patients in plastic 
vials. Centor has a superior product portfo-

welcome, 
centor!

Jens Kürten
Group Senior Director  
Communication & Marketing
j.kuerten@gerresheimer.com

Customer Newsletter
october 2015

The market leader for plastic vials  
in the US prescription retail market is now 
part of the Gerresheimer Group
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coveR SToRy

 Over a hundred years’ experience in  
prescription packaging

 Previously owned by Nemera (formerly  
Rexam Healthcare and Owens-Illinois)

 ~220 employees
 One plant in Berlin (Ohio, USA), headquarters in Perrysburg, (Ohio, USA) 
 Clear #1 player in the prescription retail market for plastic vials as oral drug 

packaging 
 Revenue in 2014: USD 167m (pro forma)
 ~85% of revenue is generated with 1-Clic® and Screw-Loc® products
 Almost 100% US business
 Direct customers: pharmacy chains and supermarkets
 Supplier to wholesale customers serving independent and local pharmacies

Prescription drugs in the USA:  
pour & count 
  
 The “pour & count” system is the standard delivery 

system for prescription drugs in the US and Canada 
(vs. unit of use, typically used in Europe) 

 The manufacturer (pharmaceutical company) 
packages the tablets and capsules in large bulk 
packs (100 to 1,000 pills) 

 Pharmaceutical wholesalers ship these bulk packs  
to individual retailers on demand

 The retailer fills a consumer prescription by  
“pouring” a number of pills out of the bottle and 
“counting” the exact amount of the prescription 
order

 The retailer then places the pills in a custom-labeled 
plastic vial for the consumer, often in an automated 
process (e.g. a Centor plastic vial)

 The US prescription retail market expected to grow 
by more than 2% p.a. up to 2019

The centor product portfolio

Gerresheimer increases its presence in the US

Other regions Other regions

GX revenues by region pre centor Pro Forma GX revenues by region including centor

2014 in EUR m2014 in EUR m

Emerging markets Emerging markets
Europe 
ex Germany

Europe 
ex Germany

Americas
Americas: 28%

centor share

Germany Germany

Other products:
 PET recycled ovals for liquids
 Plastic ointment jars
 Applicators
 Droppers

Core products 1-Clic® and Screw-loc®: 
1-Clic® and Screw-Loc®: plastic vials for solid prescription drugs and closure sys-
tems (child resistant and regular). The plastic containers are suitable for auto-
mated filling and supplied with standard or custom printed closures. 

24% 22%

36% 33%
17% 15%

3% 2%

20%
19%

9%
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complete, as is the roll-out at the plant in 
Forest Grove/Vineland, New Jersey/USA. The 
US plants are the role models for the re-
maining roll-out program. All training of the 
international workforce on the new machines 
and quality systems is taking place in the US. 
The plant in Queretaro, Mexico will have 
completed the roll-out in a few months’ 
time. An investment of double-digit million 
dollars has been made in the program for 
North America alone.

Next on the schedule is the plant in bole-
slawiec in Poland. In Kosamba, India, we are 
currently building a brand new converting 
plant and, naturally, we’ll be installing the 
latest machine and quality technologies 
there. The plants in China will follow soon.

Now the focus is on completion of the roll-
out and delivering worldwide state-of-the-
art vials in the very highest quality that opti-
mally reflect our customers’ needs. 

by the way, in addition to the vial machine 
program Gerresheimer is planning further 
investments in the latest cartridge produc-
tion technology at its Forest Grove plant in 
New Jersey USA, and at the Queretaro plant 
in Mexico in 2016.

High quality injection vials
Roll-out of global vial machine strategy ongoing –  

North America almost completed 

ogies are Gx® G3, Gx® Rhoc and Gx® Thor 
(see box for more information). They were 
developed by Gerresheimer and are part of a 
control system offering highest accuracy 
and state-of-the art quality assurance.

The Gerresheimer plant in Morganton, North 
Carolina/USA, is the center of excellence for 
vials in the Gerresheimer Group. The roll-out 
of the new vial machines and quality systems 
began in Morganton in 2014 and is now 

best in class vials for our customers is the tar-
get of our global vial machine strategy. Lat-
est technology, highest and uniform stand-
ards, worldwide and new levels of quality 
– that’s what Gerresheimer invests in. The 
roll-out at the converting plants in the US is 
complete, with the other vial converting 
plants to follow soon. 

The multi-year project was initiated in 2013 
and the roll-out started in 2014. Our defined 
objective is to provide our customers with 
substantially improved injection vials that 
meet the highest quality standards. Uniform 
technology in machines, as well as controls 
and inspection systems at our converting 
plants worldwide ensure high quality vials 
for all customers, independent of the plant 
they source from. Thus far the project has 
been a huge success with the new and up-
graded machines producing both dimension-
al and cosmetic results that far exceed the 
industry standard. Customer feedback is very 
positive.

Two types of forming machines are being 
rolled out. One of them was developed by 
Gerresheimer and built by a partner for the 
converting plants. The second type of ma-
chine was sourced from a European manu-
facturer. All the Gerresheimer converting 
plants producing vials will be equipped with 
these two machine types, as well as the nec-
essary standardized control, inspection, and 
packaging technology. These three technol-

Gx® G3 solution for cosmetically flawless vials

 Five HD cameras provide superior cosmetic defect detection
 Smart software provides intelligent defect recognition and  

classification

Gx® Rhoc solution for superior dimensional quality

 Three high-resolution matrix cameras per side
 Hyper-centric ID camera for True ID
 Extremely accurate handling system
 Integrated with the forming machine (for trouble shooting)
 Integrated with Infinity SPC software

Gx® THoR for Delamination Resistance

 New technologies are integrated into existing forming lines
 Gx® THOR system links critical areas of the converting process
 Processes center around targeted levels of acceptability  
using Statistical Process Control

 100% of vials controlled to optimum temperature forming  
profile 
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In line with its strategy to focus on packag-
ing solutions for its pharmaceutical custom-
ers, Gerresheimer today announced that it 
will be selling its glass tubing business to 
Corning Incorporated. Glass tubing is an in-

Gerresheimer to sell  
tubing operations to Corning 

corning and Gerresheimer have entered into a 10-year 
supply agreement for pharmaceutical glass tubing

termediate product which Gerresheimer 
manufactures mainly for its own plants, 
where the tubes are used to manufacture 

Continued on page 5

A Gerresheimer long-term study  
clarifies the causes of delamination
Gx® ARMOR vials – the new generation of vials  

designed for aggressive active ingredients

Temperature peaks in the manufacturing 
process are the main causes of delamination 
in tubular glass vials. This was discovered in 
a recent long-term study conducted by Ger-
resheimer AG and the Alfred University in 
New York. The Primary Packaging Glass Divi-
sion took prompt action: the new Gx® AR-
MOR vials are equipped to withstand ag-
gressive active ingredients, thereby reducing 
the delamination risk.

Experts were also surprised by the finding of 
the long-term study which confirmed that 
delamination in primary packaging for par-
enteral solutions is a temperature-induced 
phenomenon. It only affects vials made of 
tubular glass. Delamination was found out-
side of the vial base only 2% of the time 
during the testing period. Delamination is 
caused by too high temperatures in the form-
ing process. It can also be exacerbated by 
the subsequent treatment of the vials with 
ammonium sulfate. 

Study initiator Gerresheimer and the research 
team at New York’s famous Alfred University 
invested three years in this project. It in-
volved the meticulous testing of around 
9000 samples. The Primary Packaging Glass 
Division has already responded to the study 
results with a new product line called Gx® 
ARMOR vials which are specifically designed 

ples are regularly taken from the production 
line and tested for their susceptibility to de-
lamination with the new, in-house developed 
Gx® THOR (Thermal Hydrolytic optimization 
and Reduction) control process and the Gx® 
FLASH test procedure. “The complex research 
and development work has paid off,” 
summed up Carol Rea Flynn, Director of 
Technical Services. “We are now launching a 
brand new generation of optimized vials.” 

for parenteral solutions with aggressive ac-
tive ingredients and specially equipped to 
prevent delamination. Gx® ARMOR stands 
for Gerresheimer Advanced Risk manage-
ment and operational Response.

The vials are manufactured in an optimized 
production process which limits and contin-
uously adjusts the temperature of the burn-
ers. A camera system monitors the molding 
process for every single vial. Random sam-

The delamination problem has become 
worse since the introduction of innovative 
biotech drugs. Monoclonal antibodies, 
which are active proteins, cause the glass 
to flake off the vials’ surface when they 
are stored for long periods of time, caus-
ing corrosion and contamination. Solu-
tions containing chelating agents or buffer 

The new Gx® ARMOR vials  

are equipped to withstand aggressive active ingredients, thereby reducing the delamination risk.

systems, or solutions with a high pH value, 
can also cause delamination. Although it is 
such an inert material, Type I borosilicate 
glass is strongly affected by the phenome-
non. In the USA, in particular, delamina-
tion has resulted in many product recall 
campaigns - generating significant losses 
in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Background:
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fered by FDA-registered Duma® products.
Duma® containers are used as packaging for 
pharmaceuticals such as capsules, dragees, 
tablets, granules and powders.

The new Duma® Twist-Off Advanced con-
tainers are more stable than their predeces-
sors because the thinner areas have been 
eliminated and they now have standard 
thickness walls. Their permeability has also 
been further reduced and their barrier prop-
erties improved. The bottle neck diameter 
has been optimized, as has the closure de-
sign, though the dimensions remain un-
changed. The new design is compatible with 
all other high quality Duma® Twist-Off clo-
sures, including the Duma® OneLiner. Duma® 
Twist-Off Advanced also has a full set of 
documentation for product registration.

In addition to the new containers there is the 
new Duma® Twist-Off closure which com-
bines senior-friendly, child-resistant and tam-
per-evident features in one single closure. It 
aims at the needs of the growing senior 
population and at the same time prevents 
that tablets are kept well out of the reach of 
children. The improved Duma® Twist-Off Clo-
sure has a new design that meets these con-
flicting needs. A pictogram on the closure 
explains the special opening mechanism that 
prevents children from being able to open it 
(child-resistant feature), and a castellated 
design with “turrets” provides a better grip 
and can be opened very easily with a pen or 
another suitable implement (senior-friendly 
feature).

Continued from page 4

ampoules, vials, cartridges and glass sy-
ringes. To a lesser extent Gerresheimer 
sells tubing to external customers. Ger-
resheimer and Corning will be entering 
into a 10-year-supply agreement for bo-
rosilicate glass tubes that covers Gerres-
heimer’s high requirements of glass tub-
ing. Corning, with its strong expertise in 
glass, material sciences and material in-
novation, is well-positioned to manufac-
ture and further develop highest-quality 
glass tubing for the pharmaceutical 
packaging industry. Furthermore, both 
companies will establish a joint venture 
to accelerate innovations for the phar-
maceutical glass packaging market. 

“In line with our strategy we will focus 
on our core competency of developing 
and manufacturing primary packaging 
solutions and delivery devices for our 
pharmaceutical customers. Corning is an 
expert in material sciences and glass 
production, so it’s the perfect partner to 
meet our requirements of highest-quali-
ty pharmaceutical glass tubes. This is re-
flected in the long-term supply contract 
that we will be entering into. Joining 
forces with Corning in a venture for in-
novative pharmaceutical glass packaging 
products will also expand our product 
portfolio of high-quality tubular phar-
maceutical packaging products,” said 
Uwe Röhrhoff, CEO of Gerresheimer AG.

After the closing Corning will assume 
ownership of both Gerresheimer tubing 
plants, i.e. the plant in Vineland (New 
Jersey, USA) and Pisa (Italy) with approx-
imately 300 employees. Gerresheimer is 
currently the strong number two player 
in the global pharmaceutical tubing 
market. In 2014, Gerresheimer generat-
ed EUR 83m in revenue with glass tub-
ing. The sale proceeds are approximately 
EUR 196m on a debt-free basis. The 
closing of the transaction is subject to 
certain conditions as well as regulatory 
approval. It is expected to have gone 
ahead by the end of 2015. 

Corning and Gerresheimer are also plan-
ning a joint venture to accelerate phar-
maceutical glass packaging innovations. 
Corning will hold a 75% stake in the 
joint venture, Gerresheimer 25%. 

The Duma® Twist-Off plastic containers in 
polyethylene (HDPE) have been a trusted 
packaging for a wide range of solid dose 
pharmaceuticals by different manufacturers 
for over two decades. Now Gerresheimer 
has made a number of key optimizations to 
its Duma® product family so that all the dif-
ferent-sized containers in the range can 
continue to meet the future requirements of 
its discerning pharmaceutical clientele. The 
improvements extend from standard wall 
thickness, through optimized closure design 
to compatibility with all other high quality 
Duma® Twist-Off and Duma® OneLiner clo-
sures. There is also a new closure that is 
both user-friendly and child safe. 

“We want to ensure that elderly citizens 
who aren’t as strong as they used to be can 
still open their tablet bottles,” said Niels 
Düring, Global Executive Vice President Plas-
tic Packaging. “but we also want to prevent 
curious children in the family from being able 
to swallow their grandparents‘ tablets,” 
continued Düring, explaining the functional 
features of the new closure for the Duma® 
plastic containers. Our new video illustrates 
the way it works.

Gerresheimer’s pharmaceutical sector cus-
tomers want products that are visually ap-
pealing, technically perfect and completely 
safe to use. These are the advantages of-

Gerresheimer optimizes its flagship  
plastic primary packaging product: 
Improved Duma® Twist-Off Closure

PlASTIcS & DevIceS

 Containers with screw caps or  
 snap closures 
 Special designs 
 HDPE containers 
 Caps and closures in LDPE & PP 
 Optimum container-closure fit 
 Child-safe and senior-friendly closures 

 Duma® OneLiner® hygiene seal
 Available with different desiccant sizes  

 (integrated/mounted) and adsorbents 
 FDA-registered, DMF Type III, DMF no.  

 12077, DMF no. 11711 for containers,  
 DMF no. 22377 for CT closures 
 Tamper-evident 

An overview of the DUmA® plastic containers

http://www.gerresheimer.com/en/news-events/press-service/videos/child-resistant-and-senior-friendly-closures.html
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Extremely precise molds are indispensable to 
manufacturing top quality micro injection 
molded parts. For example, if the compo-
nent‘s tolerance is less than 30µm, the mold 
tolerance has to be less than 10µm. That’s 
why our engineers use special machinery de-
signed for this specific purpose. Our Kern 
Pyramid Nano Machining Centre has a posi-
tional accuracy of 2µm, and its smallest cut-
ter diameter is 0.05mm. Uniform high preci-
sion during continuous operation is guaran-
teed by hydrostatic axes and guideways. We 
have two Kern machines for the hard milling 
of micro components, and a Mikron ma-
chine for graphite electrode machining. We 
can offer continuous wire EDM with wire 
thicknesses starting at 0.03mm and pilot 
bore sizes starting at 0.15mm, and our sink-
er EDM machine has a fully automated elec-
trode and pallet changer. A high level of 
automation across all processes and a flex-

Small components – 
big challenge  
Micro injection molding for precision manufacturing 
of miniaturized devices

Miniaturization is a key technological trend 
in the Medical Technology industry. Medical 
device components are getting continuously 
smaller as requirements of precision increase. 

There is no binding definition on what con-
stitutes a micro injection molded part, but 
our definition is a part with any single di-
mension of less than 1 mm, a weight of less 

than 0.3 g and a tolerance of less than 
30µm. Conventional injection molding isn’t 
suitable for the production of these minia-
ture parts, to a great extent because a re-
duction in a component’s length of 50 per-
cent means exponential changes to other 
properties such as surface area, volume and 
thermal conductivity. We have special micro 
injection molding systems that can manu-
facture extremely small parts precisely and 
cost effectively. Micro injection molding is 
associated with challenges relating to mold 
making, injection molding and measuring 
technology. The necessary technology is al-
ready available in the market and we are 
collaborating closely with our network of 
partners in science and industry to extend 
our micro injection molding knowledge base.

These parts were manufactured with a Ø 0.10 mm cutter. | Combination of HSC machining and die sinking 
EDM | The Ø 0.156 bore was made with the Kern HSC machine; the Ø 0.153 core was produced with the 
Kellenberger precision cylindrical grinding machine and the core breakage was laser monitored.

ible worktime model allows us to maximize 
machine operating times.

The very different temperatures and lower 
force requirements in micro injection mold-
ing makes it possible to use smaller mold 
assemblies. When we engineer our molds, 

mold making –  
for reproducible high precision mold inserts

we always make sure that the part geom-
etries (e.g. position of the plane of separa-
tion) can also be transferred to standard-size 
mass production molds. The mold elements 
that we use, such as sliders, are also basical-
ly identical in both mold sizes.

PlASTIcS & DevIceS

micro-precision parts micro-molded part

Miniature part

At least one dimension  
< 1mm

Part weight 
< 0.3 g

Surface textures  
created by EDM,  

lasering, polishing,  
etching etc. 

High-precision 
manufactured part

Mold tolerance 
< 10 µm

Part tolerance 
< 30 µm

Parts with  
microstructures
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We have a computed tomography system 
at our Technical Competence Center in 
Wackersdorf (Germany). We use a special 
technique to measure micro injection mold-
ed parts which securely fixes even the tini-
est of objects in place during the measure-
ment and makes it possible to precisely 
map the difference in density between the 
object and the supporting structure. False 

Conventional injection molding machines 
aren’t suitable for the small shot volumes 
involved in micro injection molding. Long 
holding times in the plasticizing unit and in 
the mold’s hot runner system can result in 
material shrinkage. Also, it is difficult to 
achieve the necessary precision and repro-
ducibility of the screw’s forward movement 
during the injection phase, and metering ac-
curacy is more important due to the non-re-
turn valve.

We overcome these challenges in two ways. 
With multi-cavity molds it is possible to in-
crease the shot volume to such an extent 
that there is no material shrinkage. Opti-
mized injection molding machines with spe-
cial screws and non-return valves ensure the 
necessary precision. The advantages of pro-
duction with suitably optimized standard 
injection molding machines is particularly 
evident when large quantities are manufac-
tured. Also, the molds can be directly con-
nected by hot runner needle valves, so there 
is no sprue waste. We use multi-cavity molds 
in fully electronic standard injection molding 
machines with modified plasticizer units for 
micro injection molding.

When manufacturing small to medium scale 
production series and products with ex-
tremely high requirements of precision, we 
use special micro injection molding ma-
chines. In these machines, the screw is only 
responsible for plasticization and a plunger 
is used for high-precision injection. Further 

color plots then permit the fast analysis of 
the measurement results.

For visual measurements we use a Werth 
VideoCheck Portal System which can be 
equipped with a zoom or fixed focal length 
lens, a laser and, if necessary, a switching 
mechanical 3D measuring head. Here, too, 
we use a special device to securely fix the 

advantages are gained by using smaller 
molds which require shorter set-up times 
and by the integration of a robot in the pro-
duction cell. However, hot runner technol-
ogy is not yet an option, so there is some 

(left) Inhaler component: Ø 5.21 mm, height 1.56 mm
(center) Inhaler component: Ø 7.5 mm, length 9.93 mm
(right) Inhaler component: Ø 6.39 mm, length 13.2 mm

miniaturized object in place which, unlike 
computed tomography, ensures that the 
measured geometry remains accessible. 
both measuring technologies deliver fast 
measurement data for tool validation and 
effective quality management in an ongo-
ing production process.

sprue waste. We use MicroPower machines 
manufactured by Wittmann-battenfeld for 
this application. They can injection mold vol-
umes of between 50mm3 and 4cm3.

A Wittmann-battenfeld MicroPower machine which can injection mold volumes of between 50mm3 and 4cm3

Injection molding – 
solutions for extremely small volumes

measuring technology 
for validation and process control

1 cm1 cm1 cm
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built-in quality 
Quality by Design for pharmaceutical primary packaging

Quality by Design is a win-win strategy. Quality by Inspection 
can only ensure that defective products are not supplied to 
patients, the ultimate consumers. QbD initially involves high-
er costs for product development and industrialization. How-
ever, they are more than offset in the production phase be-
cause the processes are more stable, systematic reaction to 
variability is possible and far fewer parameters have to be 
taken into consideration in the quality inspection. For the 
manufacturers of pharmaceutical primary packaging prod-
ucts this means cost-effective production, for the pharma-
ceutical industry it means reliable supply and for the patients 
it means a lower risk.

marek miszczak
R&D Manager Gerresheimer Boleslawiec S.A.,  
Boleslawiec, Poland
m.miszczak@gerresheimer.com 

Kunststoffe 08/2015, www.kunststoffe.de/1056771

Science to Solutions:
How a study on the causes of delamination  
led to a new generation of vials 

Even exceptionally inert Type I borosilicate glass is susceptible 
to attack by aggressive chemicals, causing it to spall. This 
phenomenon, which is called delamination, has been occur-
ring on an increasingly frequent basis in primary packaging 
for parenterals since the introduction of innovative biotech 
pharmaceuticals. In association with Alfred University (New 
York, USA), Gerresheimer AG therefore commissioned a 
long-term study into the causes of delamination. The form-
ing temperature of the vial bottom was identified as the 
main trigger for vial delamination. These findings make it 
possible to launch a new generation of vials on the market.

carol-Rea Flynn, Palak Shah, Dan mcnerney 
Gerresheimer Glass Inc, Vineland, NJ (USA)

The survey findings can be found in the current issue 
(8/2015) of Pharmind. 

web & evenT

Energy efficiency is one of the key de-
mands placed on the industrial sector. It is 
an issue that the glass industry started 
addressing some years ago. So the Feder-
al Association of the German Glass Indus-
try (bV-Glas) welcomed a German gov-
ernment initiative on the establishment 
of energy efficiency networks that was 
introduced in 2014. 

The network includes up to 15 compa-
nies from different sectors of industry in 
the Rennsteig region, three of which are 
Glashersteller Gerresheimer Tettau, 
Heinz-Glas and Wiegand-Glas. In the 
glass industry, ISO 50.001 certified ener-
gy management systems have long been 
the norm. Despite this, it still makes sense 
to establish energy efficiency networks. 
“We may have almost reached our limit 
in terms of the energy efficiency levels 
that are physically and technically feasible 
in our industry, but the establishment of 
energy efficiency networks permits the 
documentation of the glass industry’s ex-
cellent achievements in this area and 
helps it to identify further potential for 
saving energy that it wasn’t previously 
aware existed.,“ explained Dr. Johann 
Overath, Managing Director of bV-Glas.

Glass industry establishes 
the first energy 
efficiency network

Michael Mittelstaedt was appointed as Plant 
Director Tubular Glass Converting Chalon, 
France on August 31, 2015. Michael is taking 
over this function on an interim basis. Ger-
man-born Michael has been living in France 

On September 23, 2015 Adri-
ano Marques Antunes became 
Senior Plant Director Moulded 
Glass Momignies, belgium, and 
was appointed to Managing Di-

rector. For the last seven years Adriano 
worked for Saint-Gobain Sekurit, where he, 
among other things, led a plant as the Gen-
eral Manager. Prior to that he worked for 

Ron M. Malawy was appointed as Plant Di-
rector Medical Systems Peachtree, USA on 
August 3, 2015. He takes over from Andreas 
Goldschmidt. before his appointment, Ron 
worked for the US-based MeadWestvaco 

PeoPle

Plastics & Devices 

Ron m. malawy is Plant Director  
medical Systems Peachtree, GA (USA)

Primary Packaging Glass 

michael mittelstaedt is Plant Director  
Tubular Glass converting chalon, France

Primary Packaging Glass 

changes at moulded Glass momignies

Corporation (MWV) for 15 years as project 
and plant manager in Mexico, China, Spain 
and the USA. Prior to that he worked for 
Golden State Foods for several years.

for the past 20 years. He held managerial po-
sitions at French companies for more than 12 
of those years and worked for the Warstein 
Group before moving to Gerresheimer. Prior 
to that was with the benteler Group in Norway.

several years for Anderson Consulting (Ac-
centure).

On September 23, 2015 Nicola balena, 
Senior Director Sales Cosmetics Europe & 
USA Moulded Glass, additionally assumed 
responsibility for the Development and Sup-
ply Chain Management departments in Mo-
mignies and had been appointed to Manag-
ing Director.
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cPhI 2015 – 
Gerresheimer focuses 
on usability

Gerresheimer is exhibiting a range of usabil-
ity engineered standard and specialty pack-
aging products in glass and plastic at CPhI 
(October 13–15) in Madrid. Visitors can talk 
to Gerresheimer’s international experts at 
CPhI booth 4F30. 

Duma® Twist-Off Protect 

Gerresheimer is the first company to intro-
duce an injection blow molding multilayer 
solution. The multilayer design of the new 
Duma® Twist-Off Protect container offers an 
significantly improved protection against wa-
ter vapor and oxygen. Compared to extru-
sion blow molded containers it provides ex-
tremely good barrier properties due to a 
better control of geometry and thickness 
distribution. The new containers are compat-
ible with high-performance Duma® Twist-Off 
closures and the existing Duma® Twist-Off 
range and have the same filling line settings.

New Duma® Twist-Off closure –  
senior-friendly, child-resistant and 
tamper-evident features in one  
single closure

These features reflect the constant focus on 
child safety and serious accident prevention, 
as well as the growing senior population, 
greater demand for packaging solutions de-
signed for people with disabilities and the 
trend of self-medication. The improved 
Duma® Twist-Off Closure has a new design 
that meets these conflicting needs. A picto-
gram on the closure explains the special 
opening mechanism that prevents children 
from being able to open it (child-resistant 
feature), and a castellated design with “tur-
rets” provides a better grip and can be 
opened very easily with a pen or another 
suitable implement (senior-friendly feature).

User-friendly pharmaceutical primary packaging and delivery 
devices for patients, physicians and nursing personnel

Usability – The objective is maximum 
technical reliability

“More and more people are self-medicat-
ing,” said Jessica Kreher, a graduate design-
er specializing in usability and Sales Engi-
neer at Gerresheimer Medical Systems. She 
added that the demographic changes taking 
place in many countries around the world 
have contributed to the self-medication trend, 
as has the rapid increase in access to medi-
cal care in developing nations. 

Jessica Kreher is illuminating the advantages 
of usability in a presentation for CPhI visitors 
entitled “Usability Engineering for Drug De-
livery Devices“ at 2 p.m. on October 13. In-
ternational design control regulations apply 
to usability engineering programs for medi-
cal and pharmaceutical products. The risk 
management standard, ISO 14971, sets out 
the application of risk management to med-
ical devices in order to mitigate the technical 
and operational risks as far as possible. The 
objective is to maximize user safety, for ex-
ample, by ensuring that an inhaler adminis-
ters the entire required dose of an asthma 
drug. 

Usability affects both patients and health 
professionals such as doctors and nurses. 
Gerresheimer Medical Systems’ product port-
folio extends from easy-open tablet bottles 
and an application aid that helps eye drop 
users to position the bottle properly to sy-
ringes, injection pens, asthma inhalers and 
an optimized heart catheter delivery device. 

Glass syringe study

Good usability is also important in glass sy-
ringes. The Gerresheimer Center of Excel-
lence for ready-to-fill glass syringes in bünde 
examined 20,000 syringes in different sizes 
and configurations, and for various applica-
tions, between 2011 and 2015. The large-

scale study identified the factors that are 
decisive to optimum syringe function. All 
kinds of pharmaceutical drugs are adminis-
tered in pre-filled syringes. They simplify the 
entire injection process because they already 
contain the correct quantity of the drug and 
are ready to use immediately. Prefilled sy-
ringes speed up hospital and clinic process-
es. They also allow people without medical 
training to perform the injection or the pa-
tients to inject themselves. Auto-injectors, 
which contain a pre-filled syringe, are in-
creasingly being used by patients in their 
homes. For example, they permit arthritis 
sufferers to inject their medication without 
another person’s assistance.

Please see the invitation  
to Jessica Kreher’s lecture on  
the following page.
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A Customer Day on applications for prefilla-
ble syringes took place at K-Hotel in Seoul 
(South Korea) on September 5, 2015. The 
one day event was very professionally or-
ganized and implemented by CEO J.G. Kim, 
Sales & Marketing Director S.K. Lee and 
Technical Sales Div. Manager J.C. bae of 
Whain Systech, our distributor in Korea. 
Gerresheimer was represented by bernd 
Janas, Director Sales Syringes Medical Sys-
tems, and bernd Zeiss, Manager Technical 
Support, who talked to participants about 
trends and applications in pre-fillable glass 
syringes, especially RTF® syringes. During the 
afternoon a presentation was given on 
Clearject® syringes in COP by Yasuyuki Shi-
raishi, Executive Managing Director, and 

Yosihiko Ikeguchi, Manager Medical Division 
of Taisei Kako. Gerresheimer bünde distrib-
utes these sterile, pre-fillable COP syringes 
in Europe and America as an alternative for 
glass syringes for a multitude of applications.

Attended by over 60 participants from all 
over South Korea, some from big name in-
ternational corporations, the event was a 
great success. The questions and answers 
session after the presentations and the dia-
log on potential projects between partici-
pants reflected their high interest in the 
event. Last, but not least, the English-Kore-
an simultaneous interpreter ensured that 
everyone understood each other perfectly. 

web & evenT web & evenT

The conference took 
place in Guadalajara, 
Mexico, on September 
22 and 23 alongside the 
Glassman Latin America 
exhibition and had the 
theme of “Future solu-
tions in the container 

and hollow glass industries”.

Speakers included opinion leaders from 
manufacturing enterprises, associations, 
and suppliers to the industry. Héctor García, 

Plastics & Devices

customer day in South Korea

Primary Packaging Glass

Glassman latin America conferenz 2015
Senior Plant Director Gerresheimer Queréta-
ro Tubular Glass Converting (photo), was 
one of the keynote speakers. He talked on 
the subject of „Evolution of quality require-
ments in the glass industry“ covering topics 
from AQL compliance to PPM.

Other topics that were discussed in Guada-
lajara included new environmental solu-
tions, energy efficiency in the industry, batch 
supply, a focus on the Mexican industry, 
health and safety in a manufacturing plant, 
and innovative inspection solutions.

Title
 

Usability Engineering  
for Drug Delivery Devices  
(CPhI Worldwide) 

Abstract

This lecture is an introduction in usability 
engineering for medical devices with a 
focus on small drug delivery devices, e.g. 
dry powder inhaler (DPI). 

The benefits and consequences of good 
and bad usability as well as the most im-
portant standards will be covered. It will 
also describe the relationship between 
usability engineering and cGMP, design 
control and risk management, and how 
the user-centered design process can be 
implemented in the device development 
process. 

In addition to sharing experience based 
on our everyday work and a take on us-
ability engineering from a program man-
agement perspective, there will be a 
step-by-step task analysis with a practi-
cal example explaining how this method 
can identify potential use errors, as well 
as generate input on product require-
ments and possible improvements. 

lecTURe

Tuesday, 
October 13, 2015, 
2:00 – 2:30 pm

Jessica Kreher 
(Dipl.-Des.) 

Sales Engineering 
Medical Systems
Gerresheimer 
Plastics & Devices

lecTURe
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How much high-tech is necessary to manu-
facture plastic pharmaceutical vials that sa-
tisfy all requirements of safety and function? 
Gerresheimer experts Charlotte borgensg-
aard, Kim Christensen, Niels Düring and Jens 
Kürten answered this and many other ques-
tions to eleven international journalists at 
the Press Day in Vaerloese on September 3. 
The company is famous for its versatile and 
successful Duma and Dudek-branded plastic 
containers for solid medications with diffe-
rent closure and safety systems.

Here is the feedback from three of the 
press representatives:

orsolya balogh,
Editorial Manager, IPI International  
Pharmaceutical Industry

“As the editor of a global pharmaceutical 
journal, I was impressed by the precise tech-
nology, professional management, and pas-
sion for their work. The event was well ma-
naged, and everybody at Gerresheimer 
made the event productive and pleasant.”

oliver Hotham Staff writer,
World Pharmaceutical Frontiers 

“We spent a fascinating morning speaking 
with Gerresheimer’s team about the future 
of the company and visiting the Vaerloese 
plant. After an engaging and thorough se-
ries of talks by the company’s executives, we 
toured the high-tech facilities and learned 
about the complex processes involved in the 
manufacturing of some of the world’s most 
important pharmaceutical products. An ex-
cellent event all round!”

leonie Schultens,
Deputy Editor  
Plastics Information Europe (PIE)

“Participation at the press event at the plant 
in Vaerloese allowed me to gain a deeper 
insight into cleanroom manufacturing but 
more importantly also afforded a look at a 
company whose culture is very clearly 
shaped by its employees. From top manager 
to floor worker, everyone was very kind and 
helpful and willing to answer.”

2014 annual report  
honored with  
three awards

As in previous years our annual report 
for 2014 was an award-winning publica-
tion – this time receiving awards from 
two reputed organizations. 

It once again impressed the jury of the 
international annual report contest, the 
lAcP vision Awards. And it followed-
up on our impressive score last year in 
the Health Care – Equipment & Supplies 
category with a total score of 98 out of 
100 points. The judges were particularly 
impressed by the annual report’s clarity 
and the financials.

Gerresheimer AG was also recognized 
for producing one of the Top 50 Ger-
man Annual Reports of 2014. The 
league of American communications 
Professionals (lAcP) has been presen-
ting these awards annually since 2001. 
This year’s contest included reports sub-
mitted by almost 1,000 organizations 
representing 25 countries.

Gerresheimer’s 2014 annual report addi-
tionally received the ARc Honors 
Award in the category Non-Traditional 
Annual Reports. The ARC Awards were 
initiated by MerComm, Inc./USA in 1898 
to honor outstanding achievement in 
annual reports.

Press Day 2015 in vaerloese, Denmark
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Edinburgh International Conference  
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Duma® Twist-Off Protect
| Significantly improved protection against  

 water vapor and oxygen

| Extremely good barrier properties provided 

 by the materials in the multilayer design

| Full compatibility with the wide spectrum  

 of Duma® Twist-Off closures


